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Jodi Berg OBE and Elizabeth Derrington are the Independent Complaints Reviewers for the 
Youth Justice Agency. Both are qualified solicitors, and mediators, and Mrs Berg is a Fellow of 
the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators. They are supported by a team of skilled complaint handlers 
who respond to all contact in a helpful and efficient way. 
 
The ICR service is free to anyone who is unhappy with the way that the Agency has responded to 
their complaints, whether about community or custodial services. We treat everyone with 
courtesy, honesty, and respect. We are flexible about how contact can be made with us, for 
example, we have video links with the Agency so that young people or their representatives can 
speak with us face to face quickly. We explain our procedures before review, keep people 
informed during it, and always use plain language.  

 

Introduction  

 
We are pleased to present our annual report. This report describes the way in which we go about our work 
and gives an overview of the way in which the Agency deals with customer feedback and complaints.  
 
Our role is to look into complaints referred to the ICR office in a fair and objective way. Our expectation is 
that the Agency‟s own internal complaint review process will resolve most issues and, indeed, this year we 
received no complaint referrals. When complaints are referred to the ICR, we first try to settle matters by 
agreement between the complainant and the Agency. Where this is not possible, we undertake a full 
investigation of what has happened. If we find a complaint is justified, perhaps because procedures were 
not followed or there has been unfairness, we can recommend that the Agency apologises for what has 
happened, puts things right if possible, and makes changes to improve the way that it deals with similar 
situations in the future. Complainants who are not happy with an ICR decision have the right to refer their 
concerns to the Northern Ireland Ombudsman. More information about the Ombudsman can be found at: 
www.ni-ombudsman.org.uk 
 
Whilst the Agency records few complaints, it acknowledges that concerns raised by young people and 
others are an important source of information about the way it delivers its services and how things can 
improve. All comments are taken seriously and some positive changes have been made in response to 
suggestions from young people.  

 

An overview of the Agency by Jodi Berg OBE 
 
An important part of the ICR role is to oversee the way in which complaints are handled by the Agency. 
Each year we visit the Agency to check on the operation of its internal complaints procedures and to see 
whether improvements are required. This year I was able to visit the Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre, 
the Agency‟s custodial facility, and two area offices in Northern Belfast and Newtownards. I also visited the 
Agency‟s management team in central Belfast and met with the Chief Executive and the Agency‟s Head of 
Communication and Business Performance. I am grateful to everyone, staff and young people, who took 
the trouble to talk to me about the Agency‟s complaints handling and, in the case of young people, to raise 

http://www.ni-ombudsman.org.uk/


with me some of the things that are concerning them. Most can be categorized as „niggles‟ but where more 
substantive concerns were raised, I have ensured that the Agency is aware of them and I will look to see 
what progress is made in resolving them in the coming year. 
 
Once again this year, I was impressed by the way in which the Agency engages with young people and 
tries to meet their needs. For example, Woodlands has introduced a Youth Forum attended by young 
people who represent the residents in the different houses. They discuss an interesting array of ideas with 
managers and, either steps are taken to implement their suggestions, or an explanation is given for why 
this cannot happen. During my visit, I was able to speak freely with young people in custody at Woodlands, 
who were very positive about their experiences there. Whilst everyone I spoke with knew that there was a 
complaints procedure, it was clear that most concerns are dealt with immediately and informally. Where 
further steps are needed, information is recorded by hand and, in general, problems are resolved on site. 
This is how it should be, however, it is doubtful whether much of this information is centrally recorded. In 
the area offices, again complaints are resolved locally and recording systems consist of mainly handwritten 
notes. Moreover, satisfaction surveys are not linked in to the complaints procedures, so that any negative 
comments are not routinely picked up and dealt with as complaints. For these reasons, Agency complaints 
statistics reflect only those serious issues that are „formally‟ raised as complaints.  
 
With this is mind, I am pleased to report that the Agency is undertaking a fundamental review of its internal 
complaints procedure and guidance, to ensure that it meets the needs of young people and the Agency 
itself, and is straightforward for everyone to follow. During my visit, I was able to discuss some of the 
changes that will assist the Agency to meet the highest standards of complaint management and to obtain 
more comprehensive information about complaints activity, in particular, to reflect the excellent work that is 
done to resolve matters locally and informally. 
 
I am aware that this is a time of considerable change and development for the Agency and its staff. Area 
services in particular are dealing with the challenges of introducing integrated and multi-disciplinary team 
working, as community and conference services have joined together. Custodial services too are facing 
challenges of dealing with an older client group who require different activities, particularly in terms of 
education and training. With this in mind, I commend the Agency for its ongoing commitment to customer 
service and to treating young people and their families with care and respect.  

 
Statistics          

 
During the year, the Agency recorded 17 internal complaints. Of these only 3 were resolved at step1 (“talk 
to a member of staff”), and 12 at step 2 (“complain to a senior manager”). 2 complaints were referred to the 
Chief Executive (step 3) and none to the ICR office (step 4). A small majority of complaints (10) were made 
about Custodial Services. Complaint issues were very varied. For example a young person in custody 
complained about being made to attend school despite being over school leaving age (resolved by a review 
of educational services); a parent complained about the length of their son‟s community service hours 
(resolved by reassurance); a parent complained that the Youth Conferencing co-ordinator sided with the 
„victim‟ (resolved by a personal meeting); and a young person complained that no juice was available 
during a meeting with social workers (resolved by purchasing diluted juice).  
 
As reported earlier, complaint numbers are very low given the contact Agency staff have with young people 
and their families, inevitably at difficult times in their lives. However, overall, I am satisfied that the Agency 
takes complaints seriously and that complaint information is considered quarterly at Board level. I record 
our thanks to the Agency Board and to senior managers for their continuing support for the ICR role. I look 
forward to working with the Agency in the coming year as it completes its review of complaint procedures 
and literature. 

 

Contact the ICR team          
 

More information about the ICR service is given in our leaflet Seeking a Fair Resolution which is available 
from our website at www.icrev.org.uk or from the Youth Justice Agency.  

 
Address: Dover House, 66 Whitehall, London, SW1A 2AU 
e-mail: enquiries@icr.gsi.gov.uk  telephone: 020 7930 0749  fax: 020 7321 0406 
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